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ABSTRACT

Soil moisture influences precipitation mainly through its impact on land–atmosphere interactions.
Understanding and correctly modeling soil moisture–precipitation (SM–P) coupling is crucial for improving
weather forecasting and subseasonal to seasonal climate predictions, especially when predicting the persistence and magnitude of drought. However, the sign and spatial structure of SM–P feedback are still being
debated in the climate research community, mainly due to the difficulty in establishing causal relationships
and the high degree of nonlinearity in land–atmosphere processes. To this end, we developed a causal inference model based on the Granger causality analysis and a nonlinear machine learning model. This model
includes three steps: nonlinear anomaly decomposition, nonlinear Granger causality analysis, and evaluation
of the quality of SM–P feedback, which eliminates the nonlinear response of interannual and seasonal variability and the memory effects of climatic factors and isolates the causal relationship of local SM–P feedback.
We applied this model by using National Climate Assessment–Land Data Assimilation System (NCALDAS) datasets over the United States. The results highlight the importance of nonlinear atmosphere responses in land–atmosphere interactions. In addition, the strong feedback over the southwestern United
States and the Great Plains both highlight the impacts of topographic factors rather than only the sensitivity of
evapotranspiration to soil moisture. Furthermore, the SM–P index defined by our framework is used to
benchmark Earth system models (ESMs), which provides a new metric for efficiently identifying potential
model biases in modeling local land–atmosphere interactions and may help the development of ESMs in
improving simulations of water cycle variability and extremes.

1. Introduction
Soil moisture (SM) plays a fundamental role in regulating mass and energy exchange processes in climatological, hydrological, and ecological systems. SM is a
particularly important source of water for the atmosphere
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through the evapotranspiration (ET) process and, as a
result, substantially impacts surface energy processes by
influencing the latent and sensible heat flux at the land
surface (Seneviratne et al. 2010). SM also controls soil
respiration and photosynthesis and therefore affects the
soil carbon balance (Davidson et al. 1998, 2000). These
effects and feedbacks from SM can have impacts not
only on the local scale but also on regional and global
scales; thus, SM plays a significant role in climate change
projections (Hirschi et al. 2011). SM anomalies can
persist for months and are indicators of extreme climate
events (Trenberth and Guillemot 1996; Fischer et al.
2007), moreover, this relationship suggests that assessing the impact of SM variation on the climate, especially
on precipitation P, which is the most relevant aspects in
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climate systems, is very important for predicting climate
change and extreme events (Santanello et al. 2018),
which may reduce the loss caused by disasters and enhance our ability to make climate projections.
The sign and pattern of the soil moisture–precipitation
(SM–P) feedback are still under debating. Previous
studies have indicated that this feedback varies by location. However, a consistent determination of the sign
and pattern of the impact at the local scale is hard to
obtain, even by analyzing the same data (Findell and
Eltahir 1997; Salvucci et al. 2002). Most studies have
indicated that the SM–P feedback has a positive sign
(Pal et al. 2000; Koster et al. 2006), though a few studies
have suggested the opposite (Cook et al. 2006; Wei
et al. 2008; Taylor et al. 2011). For the ‘‘hot spot’’ regions
(i.e., locations of strong feedback), most studies have
found strong feedbacks are located in transitional
zones, however, these studies have also disagreed on the
magnitude of the SM–P coupling strength (Koster et al.
2004; Lawrence and Slingo 2005; Guo et al. 2006). On
the contrary, by using atmospheric reanalysis and offline
hydrologic model outputs for the most recent 36-yr data,
Song et al. (2016) indicated that there was no significant
feedback in the southern Great Plains, which is a major
transition zone in the United States. Tuttle and Salvucci
(2016) reached similar conclusions by carrying out
Granger causality (GC) analysis.
Physical and statistical models are commonly used
to investigate SM–P feedback. Physical modeling is
used to simulate SM–P feedback according physical
process. However, it has been suggested that the land–
atmosphere feedback is not yet accurately represented
in physical models (Guo et al. 2006; Hohenegger et al.
2009). In addition, convective parameterization schemes
and spatial scale could significantly influence both the
sign and the patterns of the feedback. We, therefore, do
not know whether the simulated responsiveness of the
atmosphere reflects reality, or it is just an artifact of the
models (Koster et al. 2003). Thus, physical models used
to analyze SM–P feedback should be considered carefully, and benchmark analysis is necessary.
In static modeling, the SM–P feedback is usually defined as the lagged or simultaneous correlation between
SM and P (Zeng and Yuan 2018). However, linear
correlation essentially includes the effects of the longterm periodic terms (e.g., sea surface temperature) and
P autocorrelation in addition to the local SM–P feedback itself, and it is difficult to identify the causal SM–P
relationship in the highly interconnected climate system
(Wei and Dirmeyer 2012). This difficulty is partly because SM has the ability to influence land–atmosphere
processes over time, and the persistence of SM anomalies could affect the coupled feedback (Shukla and
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Mintz 1982; Rowell and Blondin 1990; Douville 2002).
Additionally, soil accumulates and retains current and
past P, which makes it challenging to identify the causal
relationship between SM and P. It is also difficult to
determine whether the investigated feedback is the
real causal relationship or only a result of the temporal
autocorrelation in the P. Tuttle and Salvucci (2016)
developed a linear GC framework to quantify the surface SM effect on the next-day P, which eliminates the
issue of temporal autocorrelation in P. By constructing
a regression relationship between the effects beyond
land–atmosphere coupling (i.e., annual cycles, seasonal
cycles, lagged P, and lagged atmosphere pressure) and
precipitation occurrence (POCC) using an empirical
statistical model (i.e., generalized linear model, GLM),
the authors eliminated the long-term and persistent effects from POCC, and the GC analysis was used to estimate the local causal relationship between SM and
POCC. Contrary to physical models, this statistical
model can directly construct the relationship between
past data (e.g., SM in this study) and target variables
(e.g., next-day P), making it a feasible and convenient
approach to investigate the causal relationship.
However, the statistical method used in Tuttle and
Salvucci (2016) was too simplistic to represent the
complex nonlinear land–atmosphere feedback due to
the assumptions of linearity. Additionally, the memory
effect is spatially different (Wei and Dirmeyer 2012);
thus, the proper lag time used to represent the persistence effect is different in each pixel. In addition, the
traditional feature selection method used to avoid overfitting is computationally expensive and is not appropriate
for nonlinear models.
Based on this information, we highlighted the five
important aspects involved in exploring the causal relationship between local SM–P feedback.

a. The importance of the nonlinear atmosphere
response to periodic terms
Local climate variables are time dependent and exhibit different patterns in their trends and periodicity.
Several decomposition methods have been proposed in
previous studies, including the simple two-step decomposition method, multiplicative models, and breakpoint
method (Cleveland et al. 1990; Grieser et al. 2002;
Papagiannopoulou et al. 2017). However, these methods
have focused only on eliminating seasonality (i.e.,
12-month cycle) and have ignored longer time scale
oscillations (e.g., quasi-biennial oscillation), which can
significantly influence the short-term analysis of P (Stuecker
et al. 2013).
Moreover, these methods considered only the linear
response to periodic terms rather than the nonlinear
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response. The importance of the nonlinear atmosphere
response to periodic terms must be emphasized.
Krakauer et al. (2010) indicated that P variance has a
nonlinear response to the combined interannual variability of sea surface temperature and SM. Stuecker
et al. (2013) used observational and climate model data
to highlight the importance of the nonlinear atmospheric response to the annual cycle of sea surface
temperature. They found that the quadratic nonlinear
process allowed the El Niño–Southern Oscillation
(ENSO) to interact with the seasonal and interannual
cycles of sea surface temperature, which affected
precipitation.

b. The memory effect of the atmosphere terms
The memory effect is a critical aspect to consider in
the SM–P feedback and has been difficult to define in
previous studies. Some other studies have accounted for
persistence indirectly by using past P data to separate
the persistence (Guillod et al. 2014) or by examining the
covariance of possible confounding variables (Seneviratne
et al. 2010). Few works have directly accounted for the
memory effects using statistical causal identification
methods. Tuttle and Salvucci (2016) developed a method
to address this issue by applying the lagged variables to
represent the atmosphere and P persistence from synoptic weather systems and constructed vector autoregression (VAR) to separate it from daily P by using a
GLM. However, this method considers only the linear
relationship between persistence and P, which is an
obviously nonlinear process.

c. The optimal lag window length for
persistence terms
Environmental dynamics reveal their effects on P at
differing temporal scales (e.g., seasonal and subseasonal
scales), and the memory of soil and atmosphere is spatially different. Previous studies have indicated that dry
regions may have longer memory than other regions
(Dirmeyer et al. 2009). These studies also indicated that
lag times depend on both the specific climatic controlling variable and the characteristics of the system.
Previous studies using the GC analysis usually empirically set the length of the lag window, which may lead to
the generation of artificial signs and patterns of the
land–atmosphere feedback (Tuttle and Salvucci 2016;
Papagiannopoulou et al. 2017).

d. The feature selection method to avoid overfitting
In the machine learning model, redundant independent variables have a higher possibility of overfitting,
which requires the selection of the ‘‘best’’ combination of
nonredundant features from all explanatory variables.

Some studies avoid this issue, which may lead to unreliable results because of the lower generalization ability
in the overfit model. Other studies have utilized all
possible linear regression methods and stepwise methods
to address this issue; however, it is infeasible and unrealistic to use a nonlinear model due to the much
higher computational cost.

e. Endogeneity of the regression
Endogeneity will arise if independent variables are
correlated with error terms. It represents a bias in the
regression model (Tuttle and Salvucci 2016). It comes
from several aspects, including that confounding variables is omitted, the independent variable is measured
with errors, or the dependent variable is jointly influence
with the independent variable (Tuttle and Salvucci 2016).
Endogeneity could raise bias in the regression model
and also change the statistical significance of the coefficients (Tuttle and Salvucci 2016). A previous study
applied the bootstrapping method to bias-correct the
coefficient of SM in ordinary least squares (OLS) regression (Tuttle and Salvucci 2016). They bootstrapped
samples and generated lots of regressions with these
samples, and got the mean of coefficient of independent variables in sample regressions, then used it
to bias correct the coefficient of original regression.
However, the nonlinear method in machine learning
cannot provide coefficient of each feature, and thus the
method to bias correct the nonlinear regression is still
open for discussing. Recently, Ghosal and Hooker
(2018) developed the one-step boost random forest for
bias correction.
The main objective of this study is to integrate and
improve some existing causal inference methods (Tuttle
and Salvucci 2016; Papagiannopoulou et al. 2017) and
get a complete causal inference framework, which will
provide a useful method for estimating the causal relationship between SM and P. From this, we could identify
the accurate sign and pattern of SM–P feedback. The
hot spot spatial distribution defined by our model was
used to benchmark Earth system models (ESMs), which
helps to improve the parameterization scheme over the
land surface processes. This model includes the following three main features:
1) Instead of employing linear methods, a nonlinear
machine learning algorithm [i.e., random forest
(RF)] is introduced to represent the complex and
nonlinear relationship between the explaining (i.e.,
periodicity, trending, and persistence terms) and
explained (i.e., POCC) variables.
2) The out-of-bag error derived from RF regression is
used to select the proper memory time (i.e., lag
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window length) and to evaluate the impact of P and
pressure memory.
3) A hybrid feature selection method is proposed to
improve the computational efficiency and avoid the
overfitting issue.
This paper is outlined as follows. In the second section, we first introduced the dataset used in this study,
and then we showed the theory of the GC analysis and
demonstrated the explaining power of nonlinear models
over linear models using a simple nonlinear system.
Furthermore, the causal inference model based on the
nonlinear GC analysis was introduced. The results are
shown in relation to the following four aspects in the
third section:
1) We found evidence that the nonlinear framework
could significantly increase the explanatory power
compared to the linear framework.
2) The sign and hot spot of SM–POCC feedback over
the United States were introduced.
3) We reinforced our results by applying different
datasets of SM and P.
4) We applied the model output into the proposed
framework and used the SM–P index to benchmark
the models in CMIP6. Concluding remarks are presented in the final section.

2. Data and methodology
a. Data description
The National Climate Assessment–Land Data Assimilation
System (NCA-LDAS; Kumar et al. 2019) dataset, which
contains the surface volumetric SM content (surface 0–
5 cm), P, and surface pressure data, was used to identify
the short-term SM–P feedback over the contiguous
United States in this study. NCA-LDAS is derived
from land surface hydrologic modeling with multivariate assimilation of satellite environmental data
records (EDRs), including the Scanning Multichannel
Microwave Radiometer (SMMR), the Special Sensor
Microwave Imager (SSM/I), the Advanced Microwave
Scanning Radiometer (AMSR-E and AMSR-2), the
Advanced Scatterometer (ASCAT), and the Soil Moisture
Ocean Salinity (SMOS). The core of NCA-LDAS is the
multivariate assimilation of past and current satellitebased data records within the Noah version 3.3 land
surface model (LSM) at 0.1258 (approximately 10 km)
resolution using NASA’s Land Information System
(LIS) software framework during the Earth observation
satellite era. This dataset covers 42 variables, including
land surface fluxes, stores, states, and routing variables,
which are driven by atmospheric forcing data from the
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North American Land Data Assimilation System Phase
2 (NLDAS-2). The daily version of this dataset was used
in this study. Previous studies indicated that the surface
SM in these datasets showed significant improvements
over regions such as the Great Plains and Arkansas Red
and Lower Mississippi basins, with degradations over
the Southwest, where the land–atmosphere feedback is
still intensively being debating (Kumar et al. 2019).
Thus, this dataset is suitable for our study to investigate
the causal SM–POCC feedback.
The investigated domain of this study was restricted to
the contiguous United States (258–538N, 678–1508W). All
variables were spatially remapped at a 0.258 3 0.258 grid
size using bilinear interpolation, with a total number of
25 984 grids. All datasets used in this study were averaged to a daily time step, spanning from 19 June 2002 to
19 June 2011. A total of 3287 daily data points was obtained for each grid cell, which we believe is enough to
identify the short-term land–atmosphere dynamics at the
climatology scale (Tuttle and Salvucci 2016).

b. Granger causality overview
1) LINEAR GRANGER CAUSALITY ANALYSIS
PROCEDURE

GC is used in this study to develop the causal relationship between SM and P, which is an operational
definition of causality (Granger 1969), and the method
has been widely used in fields such as econometrics,
medicine, and meteorology (Roebroeck et al. 2005;
Brovelli et al. 2004). GC is a measure of the directional
influence of two variables and is based on the assumption that if a variable causally affects another, then the
past values of the former should be helpful in predicting the future values of the latter (Granger 1969).
In the following, we summarized the steps of the GC
for the case of two stationary and scalar-valued time
series, that is, X 5 [x1, x2, . . . , xN] and Y 5 [y1, y2, . . . ,
yN], with the index N denoting the length of the series.
We assumed that Z 5 [z1, z2, . . . , zN] represents variables that could influence the causal relationship between X and Y.
The linear GC analysis with multivariables includes
the following three steps. First, the past i information of
[xt, yt, zt] is defined as Mt2i 5 [xt2i, yt2i, zt2i]T, where T
means transpose. The pth-order polynomials of the linear VAR model were constructed to predict yt from
Mt2i as follows:
p

yt 5 å FF (i)Mt2i 1 «t ,

(1)

i51

where t is the time step and FF(i) is the coefficient matrix of past information of X, Y, and Z. Equation (1)
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incorporates all available information (X, Y, and Z),
and we call Eq. (1) the ‘‘full’’ model.
Second, we exclude the past information of X, and
past i time step information of [yt, zt] is defined as Nt2i 5
[yt2i, zt2i]T. Additionally, the pth order of the VAR
model is calculated as
p

yt 5 å FB (i)Nt2i 1 t ,

(2)

i51

where FB is the coefficient matrix of past information
of Y and Z. Equation (2) considers only the past
information of Y and Z; thus, we call Eq. (2) the
‘‘baseline’’ model.
Finally, we define the null hypothesis H0 of the GC
analysis as follows: X has no influence on Y conditioned
on Z, that is, the full model has equal or less predictive
power as that of the baseline model. Alternatively, H0 is
rejected only if the full model predicts the target variable (e.g., P) better than the baseline model, which
means that the past information of X is helpful in predicting the future value of Y, that is, X Granger causes
Y, which is denoted as X / Y.

2) NONLINEAR GRANGER CAUSALITY ANALYSIS
PROCEDURE

Because a linear relationship might not be unsuitable
for highly nonlinear land–atmosphere feedback processes, we used a machine learning algorithm, that is, RF,
to investigate the feedback. RF is capable of handling a
mix of different types of independent variables and is not
vulnerable to model parameters (Breiman 2001). By
building many regression trees with randomly selected
input variables, RF is more sensitive and robust to noise
and outliers than when an individual regression tree is
used. The output is based on the entire set of regression
trees, and the results of all trees are averaged or weighted
(Van Looy et al. 2017). Thus, RF is superior over regression trees because of its ability to overcome the
problem of overfitting. The proposed nonlinear GC
analysis includes the following three steps.
First, the nonlinear VAR model of order p was constructed as
yt 5 C(Ht,p ) 1 mt ,

We also called Eq. (3) the full model.
Second, the past information of X was excluded,
and the nonlinear VAR model of order p was calculated as
yt 5 C(It,p ) 1 t t ,

(5)

where t is the time step; C represents the RF; t t is the
noise term; and It,p represents the past p information of
Y, Z and is the 2 3 p input-dependent matrix of RF,
which is calculated as follows:
"
It,p 5

yt21
zt21

   yt2p11
   yt2p11

yt2p
zt2p

#
.

(6)

Equation (5) is also designated the baseline model.
Finally, the corresponding out-of-bag error from
RF regression is obtained from Eqs. (3) and (5). If the
error of Eq. (5) is greater than that of Eq. (3), this
means that the past information of X is helpful for
predicting the future value of Y, that is, X Granger
causes Y.
We applied three main machine learning methods
(e.g., support vector machine regression, artificial neutral network, RF) to contrast the ability of different
nonlinear regression models in our study. We selected
RF because of its better performance and lower calculation cost applying on large volume of data. In this
study, we applied one-step boost random forest (Ghosal
and Hooker 2018) to address the endogeneity problem.
We run two RF regressions for each regression model,
that is, we established an original RF and extracted the
residuals and then fit another RF to these residuals. We
used the RF regression with 100 trees, and the maximum
number of predictor variables per node was equal to
one-third of the total number of predictor variables.
This setting is based on the observations that any
changes in these parameters do not cause substantial
changes in the results. We selected lag window length
using method in nonlinear Granger causality analysis
described in section 2c.

3) IDENTIFYING THE NONLINEAR CAUSAL

(3)

RELATIONSHIP USING DIFFERENT APPROACHES

where t is the time step; C represents the RF model; mt is
the noise term; and Ht,p represents the past p time step
information of X, Y, Z and is the 3 3 p input-dependent
matrix of RF, which is calculated as
3
2
xt21    xt2p11 xt2p
7
6
(4)
Ht,p 5 4 yt21    yt2p11 yt2p 5 .
zt21    yt2p11 zt2p

The land–atmosphere system is a highly complex
nonlinear system, and it is difficult to define the system
using several precise equations. Thus, in this section, we
constructed a simple nonlinear system to illustrate the
ability of the nonlinear GC model compared with the
linear GC model. Two stationary time series were used,
that is, Q 5 [q1, q2, . . . , qM] and R 5 [r1, r2, . . . , rM], with
M denoting the length of the time series. The nonlinear
causal relationship between Q and R are constructed as
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FIG. 1. The variation of nonlinear Granger causality (GC) value of R / Q with nonlinear index a increased from
0 to 1. Nonlinear GC value is defined by machine learning models and Granger causality analysis. Parameter a is a
nonlinear impact index that indicates the magnitude of the nonlinear impact of R on Q. GK, GLM, BP, and RF
denote Gaussian kernel model, generalized linear model, back propagation neural network, and random forest,
respectively. Two dashed lines are the results of the two linear models (i.e., GK, GLM), and the solid lines indicate
the results of two nonlinear models (i.e., BP, RF). We added different error terms that obey a Gaussian distribution
with different means (mu) and variations (sigma) shown in each title.

2

qt11 5 (1 2 a)(1 2 cq2t ) 1 a(1 2 crt2 ) 1 t t ,
2

rt11 5 (1 2 crt2 ) 1 mt ,

(7)
(8)

where t 5 1, 2, . . . , 1000; c 5 1.8; and mt and t t are the
error terms that obey Gaussian distribution. Further, we
conducted multiple experiments using different Gaussian
noise terms to assess the sensitivity of the proposed
approach on model noise. Before applying GC analysis,
we normalized these two time series to create stationary time series. From Eq. (8), it is clear that rt11 depends
only upon the past information of R (i.e., rt), which
indicates that time series R has a Markov property;
furthermore, from Eq. (7), qt11 depends on the past
information of both Q (i.e., qt ) and R (i.e., rt ).
Parameter a is defined as a nonlinear impact index that
indicates the magnitude of the nonlinear impact of R

on Q. The nonlinear causal effect of R on Q become
larger as the nonlinear impact index a increases from
0 to 1.
To investigate the ability of identifying the nonlinear
causal relationship of utilizing linear and nonlinear
GC models, we used four machine learning models
and applied the GC analysis (see section 2b) to identify
the causal effect of R on Q (R / Q). These four models
included two linear models (i.e., Gaussian Kernel
(GK) model and probit model of GLM) and two nonlinear models [i.e., back-propagation (BP) neural network and RF].
Figure 1 shows how the GC values of R / Q vary with
a from 0 to 1 with different error terms. As one might
expect, the GC values increase with the nonlinear impact index a for the RF and BP models (solid line) in all
four experiments, which coincide with the theoretical
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FIG. 2. Diagram of the nonlinear Granger causality framework. Parameter f is the bias-corrected random forest regression method,
‘‘lag’’ is lag window length of regression, and c is a constant. The augmented Dickey–Fuller test in step 1 is used to test whether the time
series is stationary. SM–POCC impact in step 3 is soil moisture–precipitation occurrence feedback.

settings of the nonlinear system; however, this result is
not observed for the two linear models, that is, GK and
GLM (dashed lines). As variance and mean value increases, curve of RF presents larger increase than
neural networks, which indicated that RF is more
sensitive to the causal relationship. The result of RF
shows a more stable increasing trend than ANN generally. And ANN has values around 0 or even negative
values when the feedback is week, which indicated
that ANN cannot capture the relative week nonlinear
feedback.
This test suggests that the linear models cannot simulate the true causal nonlinear relationship of simple
systems. Thus, linear models are not appropriate for
complex systems, such as the Earth system. Moreover,
RF performs better in detecting nonlinear GC value
than ANN. Therefore, it is preferable to use RF in the
GC analysis to estimate the causal relationships among
variables.

c. Methodology
The methodology of the proposed causal inference
model based on the nonlinear GC analysis and RF is
shown in Fig. 2, and the method includes the following
three steps: nonlinear anomaly decomposition, nonlinear
GC analysis, and evaluation of the quality of SM–POCC
feedback. The nonlinear impact of the long periodic
terms, memory on formatting P were eliminated (see

steps 1, 2 in Fig. 2); therefore, the short-term local causal
relationships between SM and POCC were isolated
(Tuttle and Salvucci 2016). From this, we qualified the
causal effect of SM on POCC from this causal inference
model (see step 3 in Fig. 2).

1) NONLINEAR ANOMALY DECOMPOSITION
Time-dependent series data are nonstationary and
unsuitable for direct application in a GC analysis.
Therefore, we resorted to anomaly analysis by removing
trends and periodicity from raw series before analyzing
the causal relationship of SM–P feedback.
Here, we adopted the Fourier method proposed by
Tuttle and Salvucci (2016), with continuous sinusoid
variables that vary on interannual (18–1.8-yr periods)
and seasonal (12–2.4-month periods) temporal scales
to represent periodicity and trends, which were used
to account for internal atmospheric and climatic influences on P (e.g., sea surface temperature and seasonality). Both the sine and the cosine terms were included
for each given oscillation period. The continuous sinusoid variables of each period (sine and cosine terms)
were expressed as [sin(2pt/l), cos(2pt/l)], with l denoting
the length of the period and t denoting the time step.
This method considers both interannual and seasonal
cycles, and the given period oscillations have been
proven to be sufficient to characterize the variability in
the precipitation data.
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Additionally, regarding the nonlinear impact of periodic terms, we applied RF regression to fit POCC with
continuous variables (i.e., interannual and seasonal
terms), as stated above (see step 1 in Fig. 2). The dependent variable was POCC, and we used a binary
variable to represent it, with the rainy day setting as 1
and the no rain day as 0. This step eliminated the nonlinear response to long periodic terms (e.g., quadratic
nonlinear) in precipitation, allowing us to emphasize the
short-term local land–atmosphere dynamics and applying Granger causality analysis further.
Following the anomaly decomposition, the augmented
Dickey–Fuller (ADF) test was used to check whether
the residual time series was stationary. Pixels that did
not pass the stationary test were omitted from the following analysis.

2) NONLINEAR GRANGER CAUSALITY ANALYSIS
After the nonlinear anomaly decomposition, we
carried out the following four procedures (shown as
step 2 in Fig. 2) before performing the nonlinear GC
analysis. These four procedures included temporal
memory variable construction, lag window selection,
a hybrid method of feature selection, and nonlinear
Granger causality analysis, which are explained in
detail below:

(i) We constructed the independent variables that
represent the memory effect of precipitation and
pressure
In this study, we considered the lagged P and lagged
pressure as the persistence of P and atmosphere,
respectively, and RF regression was employed to
eliminate the persistence effects from the P, which
represented nonlinear autocorrelation in the synoptic
weather system.
Furthermore, we also incorporated the spatial autocorrelations at a given pixel by extending the explaining
variables (i.e., lagged P and lagged surface pressure) in
our models (Papagiannopoulou et al. 2017), but found
the performance of the regression models changed a
little. From this, we assumed that spatial effect of the
precipitation and pressure is little, thus we ignored it in
the following study.

(ii) The optimal length of the lag window was
selected by the following step
After constructing the temporal memory variables,
we built a regression between deperiodicity POCC and
these variables to eliminate the nonlinear impact of
memory terms. However, the lag windows length in
these variables could significantly influence the performance of the regression, thus we selected the optimal
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length of the lag window in this step. First, several
different lag window lengths were employed, and the
corresponding nonlinear regression models (i.e., RF)
were constructed. Model performance was evaluated by
utilizing the out-of-bag error of RF. The out-of-bag error is an unbiased estimate of the generalization error of
RF by testing MSE in out-of-samples in each subtrees. It
approximates k-fold cross validation, which requires a
lot of calculations in nonlinear regressions. Second, the
optimal lag window length was selected based on the
minimum out-of-bag error, and the RF regression model
with optimal lag window length was further employed to
evaluate the effect of memory terms.
Our preliminary results indicated that lags greater
than 35 days did not add extra predictive power for
short-term feedback; thus, we sliced the lag window
length from 5 to 35 days, with a spacing of 5 days.

(iii) We developed a new hybrid method of feature
selection to avoid overfitting
In this study, we developed a hybrid feature engineering method that combined the optimal features
by considering both linear and nonlinear relationships
between the target and explaining variables. First, we
calculated Pearson coefficient between each single
explaining variable with target variable on whole datasets rather than the train sets (see the supplemental
material for the explanation), which consider the linear
relationships. Only the explaining variables that were
most linearly related to the target variable (i.e., high coefficient and pass the significant test) were considered.
Second, all explaining variables were then used to fit the
target variables using RF regression, and a resulting vector
was obtained, which contained the importance of the
explaining variables. The resulting vector is the average of
the mean squared error (MSE) of all trees in the RF regression. Likewise, the highest nonlinear correlation between the target and explaining variables were obtained
according to the preceding resulting vector. Third, we
combined the predictors selected by the two steps above
and constructed the ‘‘optimal’’ RF model using selected
variables to fit target variables. Furthermore, to avoid
overfitting and underfitting, the ratio between the number
of selected explaining variables and the number of original
explaining variables was empirically set to range from 20%
to 80%, with a spacing of 10%. From this, we run several
optimal RF regressions by changing the selected variables
using different ratios, and the ‘‘best’’ model was selected
based on the minimum out-of-bag error value.
After applying the steps in sections 2c(2)(i)–(iii), we
got the best regression between memory terms with
target variable, and we eliminated the impact of these
variables by the best RF model.
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(iv) Nonlinear Granger causality analysis
The nonlinear GC analysis was applied to identify
the pixels with significant SM–POCC feedback. After
eliminating the impact of periodicity, trends, and the
persistence terms from the preceding steps, the residual
SM and POCC were obtained. RF regression was employed to fit the relationship between residual SM and
residual POCC and to estimate the causality between
SM and POCC. Full and baseline models based on the
nonlinear GC analysis procedure were then constructed.
Specifically, the model based on the fitting of residual
SM and residual POCC was called the ‘‘full model,’’
while the full model that excluded the SM from the
independent variables was denoted as the ‘‘baseline
model’’ (see section 2c).
In the GC analysis, the null hypothesis was that
SM had no influence on future rainfall events. This
hypothesis was rejected only when SM still improved
the prediction of future POCC after the effects of atmospheric periodicity and trends; atmospheric persistence and P persistence on POCC and SM were
removed in the previous steps. We further set the
minimum error improvement threshold equal to 0.01
to remove the situation that the difference between
these models is infinitesimally small. The performance
of the baseline model relative to the full model was
compared using the out-of-bag error from RF regression. If the difference between the out-of-bag
error of the baseline model and the full model is
over the threshold, the performance of the full model
was superior after including the past information on
SM. In this case, we reject the null hypothesis that SM
has no significant influence on future rainfall. The
pixels in which the null hypothesis was rejected were
used for further analysis, and all the other pixels were
omitted.
In our study, we did not apply the parametric or
nonparametric methods because they are unsuited for
the statistical test for random forest. In our study, we
only focused on the sign and the hot spot of the feedback
rather than a qualitative analysis.

3) QUANTIFICATION OF SM–POCC FEEDBACK
IMPACT

The SM–POCC feedback was estimated for each pixel
and quantified by examining the ratio of the POCC
values predicted by the full model and the baseline
model for each day in the 9-yr period (step 3 in Fig. 2). A
seasonal anomaly of SM was used here, and we divided
the seasonal anomaly into dry and wet days, which were
determined by comparison with the seasonal average
value of SM.

3. Results and discussion
a. Comparison between linear and nonlinear
SM–P feedback
We first compared the linear and nonlinear regression
to identify the POCC estimated from periodic terms
(i.e., interannual and seasonal period) and persistence
terms (i.e., lagged precipitation and pressure) (see
section 2c) of atmospheric terms, that is, impact derived
from interannual and seasonal variations, precipitation
and atmospheric persistence. Both the frameworks were
analyzed using the same datasets, that is, NCA-LDAS.
For the linear framework, we employed a GLM, which
was consistent with the approach used by Tuttle and
Salvucci (2016), while for the nonlinear framework, the
RF regression method was utilized.
Five-fold cross-validation was coupled with a linear
and nonlinear regression framework for each pixel. The
cross-validation can also be employed to avoid the
overfitting issue of the regression. The corresponding
spatial distribution of the root-mean-square error
(RMSE) values of the validation dataset is shown in
Fig. 3. The average RMSE value of the RF model is
0.3919, while the value was 0.5346 for the GLM model,
suggesting that RF has more predictive power in estimating the highly nonlinear atmospheric response (but
not SM) in the formation of P. Additionally, both
frameworks showed that the eastern part of the United
States had larger RMSE values than did the western
part of the United States.
Five cases were designed to investigate the impact of
the predictive methods, spatial variables, and hybrid
feature choosing method based on the previously
mentioned 25 984 grids. The median values of R2 of
the five cases were 0.103, 0.646, 0.635, 0.696, and 0.689,
respectively (Table 1). We found that the explanatory
power was significantly improved when the nonlinear
atmosphere response was considered (compared with
the linear response), and the median R2 value increased
from 0.103 to 0.646 from the GLM to the RF models,
suggesting the importance of including the nonlinear
response of the atmospheric terms in the process of
forming P. The predictive power was also improved
by introducing the spatial impact of regional climatic
factors, with the predictive power increasing by approximately 5% (cases 3 and 5). This indicated that the
spatial effect of precipitation and atmospheric pressure
(i.e., rapid changed variables) on the SM–P feedback
is indeed too little. In addition, by using the hybrid
method, R2 was similar to the model that used all explanatory variables (cases 2 and 3; cases 4 and 5), suggesting that the best feature selected by our hybrid
method was enough to represent the information of the
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FIG. 3. The RMSE of testing set using (a) linear (GLM) and (b) nonlinear (RF) framework. The target variable is
precipitation occurrence, and the explaining variables are periodic terms and persistence terms.

nonlinear atmospheric response process and would save
significant computational time.

b. The spatial distribution of SM–P feedback
Figure 2 shows the nonlinear causal inference model
we applied to the NCA-LDAS datasets to analyze the
short-term SM–POCC feedback of the contiguous
United States, and the results are separated into dry and
wet days. The results of dominating positive feedback
(i.e., impact value higher than 1 in wet SM conditions
and lower than 1 in dry SM conditions, see Fig. 4) are
consistent with the results of several previous studies
that used different methods, such as the scaling analysis
(Jones et al. 2009), the lagged covariance ratios study
(Zhang et al. 2009), and the convergent cross-mapping
study (Wang et al. 2018).
However, the hot spot regions of the SM–POCC
feedback across the United States are still heavily debated, especially over the Great Plains region. Koster
et al. (2004) showed that the Great Plains is a strong
feedback region based on the Global Land Atmosphere
Coupling Experiments (GLACE), which use highly
controlled numerical experiments and the same model
settings. However, individual models performed significantly differently in GLACE. For example, the Geophysical
Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) model found strong

feedback over the Great Plains, while the Bureau of
Meteorology Research Center (BMRC) model indicated very weak feedback, suggesting the dependence
on the parameterization schemes of models. However,
there were contradictory conclusions drawn from the
observations found by Taylor et al. (2012), who suggested that there was no clear feedback of SM–POCC
in the Great Plains. Similar conclusions were reached
by Alfieri et al. (2008), who found that mostly insignificant feedbacks of SM–P occurred in the upper region of the Great Plains by utilizing the atmosphere
profiles.
Figure 4 also shows that the hot spot regions over dry
and wet days are significantly different. For example, the
strength of SM–P feedback on dry days is much stronger
than that on wet days over the entire contiguous United
States (deeper and wider cold colors in the dry days than
warmer colors in the wet days). This pattern may result
from the much larger variation in the sensitivity of ET to
SM on dry days than the variation in wet days (Wei and
Dirmeyer 2012). Additionally, the southeastern United
States is an interesting region to investigate, as it was
found that the SM–P feedback was strong on dry days
but had less impact on wet days. It is known that P on
wet days in the southeastern United States is generally
caused by cyclones, mesoscale convective systems, and

TABLE 1. Regression, spatial variable, and selection method used in five cases, and corresponding median values of R2. GLM and RF
denote generalized linear model and random forest, respectively.
Regression
methods
Case No.

GLM

1
2
3
4
5

✓

RF
✓
✓
✓
✓

Selection method
Spatial variable

None
✓

✓
✓

✓

Hybrid method

✓
✓

All possible regression

Median of R2

✓

0.103
0.646
0.635
0.696
0.689
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FIG. 4. The impact of soil moisture on the next-day precipitation probability (SM–POCC) over the United States
for (a) dry and (b) wet days suggesting drier or wetter than seasonal median conditions. Cold colors indicate the
inclusion of soil moisture in the model reduced the predicted precipitation probability, while warm colors indicate
the opposite. A white color indicates insignificant feedback regions and areas outside of the study area.

even large-scale weather systems (Henderson and
Robinson 1994; Silvestri and Vera 2003; Bombardi
et al. 2014), rather than by local land–atmosphere interactions. However, P on dry days is probably strongly
controlled by local ET, leading to much stronger SM–P
feedback on dry days (Wei and Dirmeyer 2012). Positive
SM–P feedback in dry days means less SM will decrease
P probability, and further bring less SM to the ground,
which may enhance the drought over the strong feedback region. Therefore, we suspect that the strong and
positive feedback on dry days may gradually amplify the
drought over some critical regions, such as the southwestern United States and the Great Plains.
The hot spots found in this study were mainly located
around the southwestern coastal area and the Great
Plains region. Sanford and Selnick (2013) estimated the
fraction of P lost to ET in these regions and indicated
that nearly 90% of the P was transferred by ET,
suggesting a typical regional control pattern in relation
to ET. Moreover, the hot spot in the southwestern region was located at the leeward slope of the mountains
(i.e., Rocky Mountains), where the water vapor was
blocked, and therefore, the ET was controlled mainly by
SM rather than by the horizontal transport of water
vapor (Lam et al. 2007). Regarding the other regions
that were not identified as hot spot regions, such as the
East and West Coasts of the United States, ET was
limited by atmospheric factors and not by the availability of SM, suggesting the atmosphere-control pattern
identified by Koster et al. (2003).
To investigate the SM–P impact across different climatic
regions, the definition of the arid index derived from
the Consultative Group for International Agriculture
Research (CGIAR) (Trabucco and Zomer 2018) was
used to divide the contiguous United States into four
climatic regions (see Fig. 5a). Figure 5b shows a summary

of the probability density curves (PDCs) of the SM–
POCC impact on dry, semidry, semiwet, and wet regions
in wet days, as identified by the nonlinear GC model.
It is clear that the regions with strong SM–P feedback
(i.e., high SM–POCC impact values in Fig. 5b) are
located over dry and transition zones (semidry and
semiwet regions), which is consistent with the spatial
distribution of the SM–POCC impact identified in Fig. 4.
In regions with the strongest SM–P feedback (i.e., impact over 1.05), the SM–POCC impact decreased as the
climate of the region changed from dry to wet. Two
peaks were found in the curves for the semidry and
semiwet regions (red and orange curves), suggesting that
the dynamics of the land–atmosphere interaction over
transition zones are somewhat different and complex.
The northwestern area and the Great Plains regions are
both located in transition zones but show opposite SM–
P feedback patterns. The possible reason is that these
regions are both influenced by the eastward moist air
transported by the westerlies, but the mountains (e.g.,
Rocky Mountains) block the moist air, keeping it to the
west of the Rocky Mountains (i.e., the northwestern
area). Therefore, moisture in the northwestern area
is controlled by the atmosphere rather than by SM.
Furthermore, the Rocky Mountains decreased the
impact of large-scale circulation over the Great Plains
and, therefore, ET controlled the P in these regions.
Furthermore, the local SM–POCC feedback in these
areas may be stronger than that in the northwestern
area. In addition, the Rocky Mountains may not completely block the transport of water vapor into the
northern Great Plains; thus, the feedback in these areas
is not as strong as that in the southern Great Plains.
In general, we identified that the hot spot regions were
mostly located over the basin and the plains around the
mountains, where the transport of moisture is blocked.
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FIG. 5. (a) Four climate regions over the United States. The red
color is dry regions, the orange color is semidry regions, the yellow
color is semiwet regions, and the green color is the wet regions.
(b) The probability density curves of SM–POCC impact in wet days
over different climate regions.

The strong feedback over the southwestern area and the
Great Plains both highlight the impact of topographic
factors rather than only the sensitivity of ET to SM.

c. The impact of different datasets
To demonstrate the reliability of our findings, we used
different datasets to compare the results based on the
NCA-LDAS dataset. We added two additional experiments based on different datasets. In experiment I, the P
and surface pressure from NLDAS and the surface SM
from GLDAS were analyzed (Figs. 6a,b). In experiment
II, we adopted P, SM, and surface pressure from ERA5
(Figs. 6c,d). The results showed that the overall pattern
of the SM–POCC feedback over the contiguous United
States was in good agreement among the three experiments (Figs. 4 and 6). For example, the hot spot regions
were mainly located on the southwestern coast and the
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Great Plains, and the signs of SM–POCC feedback were
all positive. However, the variability among different
experiments was modest, with significant differences in
the strength of the feedback. We attributed this disagreement to the uncertainty and variability of the input
dataset. Kumar et al. (2019) suggested that global datasets (e.g., GLDAS and ERA5) are less accurate than
the NCA-LDAS dataset, and we therefore highlight the
importance of the quality of the input datasets in identifying the SM–POCC feedback.
The dataset used by Tuttle and Salvucci (2016) (i.e., P
of NLDAS and SM of AMSR-E) was also analyzed by
applying the proposed nonlinear framework, but we did
not find consistent SM–POCC feedback compared with
the NCA-LDAS dataset over the United States (Fig. 7).
This result may be caused by the uncertainty of the remote sensing SM data. Previous studies have shown
that satellite datasets may have significant uncertainty
over regions with extensively distributed vegetation
(Wei et al. 2012). Tuttle and Salvucci (2016) further indicated that the AMSR-E SM may be inaccurate due to
the dense vegetation in the eastern United States.
Therefore, the leaf water content and dew formation,
which are anticorrelated to SM, may lead to the negative
SM–P feedback in the eastern United States, contradicting the preceding results.
Although the signs of the SM–POCC feedback were
different using the different input datasets, the agreement of the hot spot locations in these three different
input datasets (i.e., NCA-LDAS, GLDAS, and ERA5)
indicates the results are robust; additionally, this information provides an opportunity to benchmark the ESMs.

d. Benchmark for CMIP6
To investigate the ability of different ESMs to characterize the hot spot regions of the SM–P feedback, we
adopted five coupled model outputs from World Climate
Research Programme’s Coupled Model Intercomparison
Project phase 6 (CMIP6) and applied the proposed
nonlinear GC causality framework into the output.
Table 2 provides a summary of the CMIP6 output data
used in this study. Figure 8 shows the impact of the SM–
POCC feedback over the United States using different
datasets from CMIP6, with the left and right columns
indicating the results of the dry days and wet days, respectively. In the dry days, all five ESMs showed a strong
feedback signal over the southern United States, which
was consistent with our preceding results. However, the
SM–P signal was significantly different over the northeastern United States. SAM0-UNICON (Figs. 8c,d) and
EC-Earth3-Veg (Figs. 8e,f) present strong SM–P feedback over the northeastern United States, which was
contradictory to the SM–P signal compared with the
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FIG. 6. The impact of SM–POCC feedback over the United States of different datasets. (a),(b) The result of dry
and wet days using ERA5 precipitation and surface soil moisture datasets. (c),(d) The result of dry and wet days
using GLDAS precipitation and NLDAS surface soil moisture datasets.

other three ESMs and our preceding results (Fig. 4).
This signal may be artificial because this region is a
typical atmosphere-controlled region rather than an ETcontrolled region (Koster et al. 2003). Thus, in these two
models, the importance of SM on forming P may be
overestimated in the northeastern United States on
dry days. On wet days, MRI-ESM2.0 (Fig. 8b), CESM2

(Fig. 8h, and GFDL CM4 (Fig. 8j) showed nearly identical hot spot regions relative to the results shown in
Fig. 4, where the hot spot regions were mostly located
over the southern Great Plains and the southwestern
United States. Furthermore, GFDL CM4 (Fig. 8j) presented a slightly weaker SM–P impact over the northern
Great Plains. The strong feedback over the southwestern

FIG. 7. The impact of SM–POCC feedback over the United States using NLDAS precipitation and AMSR-E
UMT soil moisture dataset. (a),(b) The result of dry and wet days using GLM as regression model. (c),(d) The result
of dry and wet days result using RF as regression model.
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TABLE 2. CMIP6 output used in this study, with time ranging from 19 Jun 2002 to 19 Jun 2011, corresponding to the time range of
NCA-LDAS dataset. Precipitation and surface soil moisture were involved in this study. The model outputs are all from historical model
run only, and the variant label is r1i1p1f1.
Center

Model version

Meteorological Research Institute (MRI), Japan Meteorological Agency
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)/Geophysical Fluid
Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL)
EC-Earth Consortium
Seoul National University
National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), Climate and Global
Dynamics Laboratory

coast can be approximately described by the SAM0UNICON (Fig. 8d) and EC-Earth3-Veg (Fig. 8f)
models, but strong feedback over the northeastern
United States was also presented by these two models.
The feedback presented by the SAM0-UNICON (Fig. 8c)
and EC-Earth3-Veg (Fig. 8e) models was quite consistent
on dry days, which further emphasized that the impact of
SM in these areas may be overestimated. Thus, the parameterization schemes in these two models may need to be
improved, especially over the northeastern United States.
In conclusion, all five ESMs indicate there is consistently strong SM–P feedback in the southwestern
United States; however, the models show significant
differences over the Great Plains and in the northeastern United States. These two regions should be focused
on in further research on the land–atmosphere feedback
using ESMs. Our model provides a land–atmosphere
strength metric that can be used to measure and compare
the performance skills among ESMs and provides a new
perspective to improve the parameterization of ESMs.

e. Reasons for using our method in detecting
SM–P feedback
Regression-based and information theory based
methods could both be used for detecting nonlinear
Granger causality in complex system. Both of them have
their pros and cons. We provided several reasons to use
our method to identify the SM–P feedbacks as follows.
First, machine learning provides a good method for
nonlinear regression, and can well explore the relationship between two time series. RF is a tree-based
model, and it also provides a good performance of
nonlinear fitting (Fig. 1), and the calculation cost is
low. Thus, RF is adopted as the regression model in
our causal inference model. Second, SM–P feedback
is mostly local interaction (Santanello et al. 2018).
Therefore, the aim of our study is to construct a gridbased causal inference model, and give the sign and
pattern of SM–P feedback rather than explore the
physical process of land–atmosphere feedback. So, we
only used two variables, that is, SM and P, to isolate a

Resolution

MRI-ESM2.0
GFDL CM4

320 3 160
288 3 180

EC-Earth3-Veg
SAM0-UNICON
CESM2

512 3 256
288 3 192
288 3 192

local SM–P feedback relationship by removing their
periodicity, persistence effect. Third, our method provided a metric for identifying the SM–P feedback in dry
and wet conditions. This feedback is sensitive to the
dry and wet conditions of soil. For example, SM could
not provide enough vapor to trigger precipitation in
dry conditions (Tuttle and Salvucci 2016). Therefore, we
divided the SM time series into dry days and wet days,
and provide the feedback strength separately to identify
the sign (i.e., positive and negative) of SM–P feedback.
If we apply causal network learning, we can only get a
relative intensity value in average state rather than the
sign and intensity in both dry and wet soil situations.

4. Conclusions and future perspectives
SM–P feedback is a rapidly advancing field that is
helpful for predicting climate change and extreme events
and may improve parameterization schemes of ESMs.
SM–P feedback is highly nonlinear, and it is difficult to
identify the causal relationship. We combined and improved some existing useful causal inference methods,
and got a more complete inference framework to identify the sign and pattern of SM–P feedback. We obtained
the following conclusions and future perspectives.
1) We used a comprehensive causal inference framework to analyze the SM–P feedback, which includes
predictive modeling by RF, time series decomposition techniques, the ADF test, lag window selection,
a hybrid feature selection method, and the nonlinear
GC analysis. Our framework significantly improved
the linear framework of Tuttle and Salvucci (2016),
and we highlighted the importance of considering
the nonlinear atmospheric responses in the process
of P formation and emphasized the nonlinear relationship in the complex SM–P feedback.
2) Our finding supports the hypothesis that strong
feedback regions are mostly located in the humid–arid
transition zone regions (i.e., the southern Great Plains
and the southwestern coast of the United States)
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FIG. 8. The impact of SM–POCC feedback over the United States using five different model output datasets from
CMIP6. (left) Dry days and (right) wet days.

identified in previous studies. Our results may reveal
that the local feedback may be not only caused by the
sensitivity of ET to SM. Large-scale topographic
features may play a role in blocking the transport of
moisture, resulting in an ET-controlled P pattern
over these regions.
3) The SM–P index from the proposed framework can
be used as a metric to benchmark the ESMs, which
provides a perspective to improve the parameterization schemes in the ESMs. We found that MRIESM2.0, CESM2, and GFDL CM4 performed well in

representing the short-term SM–P feedback. SAM0UNICON and EC-Earth3-Veg could describe the
strong feedback over the southwestern coast of the
United States but could not describe the strong
feedback over the Great Plains and might provide an
unreliable strong signal over the northeastern United
States. These two regions should be emphasized in
future research on land–atmosphere feedbacks.
4) The proposed framework is expected to provide a
new perspective to identify some other feedback
loops in the Earth system, such as exploring the
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dynamics of those key feedbacks (e.g., vegetation–
atmosphere feedback). Further work should include
the following three topics. First, the adaptability of
this model at different temporal scales rather than
only the synoptic scale will be investigated. For
example, at the subseasonal scale, the impact of
longer soil memory and P persistence must be
considered. Second, although we introduced spatial effects of P and pressure to identified SM–
POCC feedback, we considered only the spatial
impacts for faster changed variables. Therefore,
the spatial impact over the larger scale and slowly
changed variables will be further investigated. Third,
the adaptability of this model will be investigated for
different variables participating in the SM–P feedback process, such as the ET and lift condensation level.
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